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Hello Colorado Wheat. 

Seems like a long time ago, but on Tuesday the USDA released their June WASDE update, which some 

“analysts” said was bullish wheat. Why not? World wheat production was cut by 3 million tonnes. Had 

to be bullish, right?  

Unfortunately, because wheat prices are much higher than corn (or barley), world wheat consumption 

was reduced 3 million tonnes, and worse, the USDA revised beginning world wheat stocks 2 million 

tonnes higher…net, 2018 world wheat carryout was projected to be 2 million tonnes higher than the 

May report. 

So it was not a bullish report at all. 

Russian wheat production dropped by 3.5 million tonnes, and their exports were reduced by 1.5 million 

tonnes, which may indeed limit their ability to reach into Brazil, but other inputs were not friendly.  

India’s production increased by 2 million tonnes, which will lessen the need for a big Aussie crop (which 

was not changed, yet.) Argentina’s crop estimate was not changed, yet, nor was Canada’s estimate, yet. 

All of those countries will see revisions as the year progresses. Europe dropped a million tonnes, 

opening the door for Ukrainian and further Russia reductions, but…this was not a bullish world wheat 

WASDE update. 

The USA wheat picture by itself, however, was a little friendly, mainly because USA wheat exports were 

projected 25 million bushels more. Unfortunately, this did not lead to a straight-line reduction in USA 

carryout, because carry-in was increased by 10 million bushels, and production was raised by 6 million 

bushels, all due to winter wheat. 

However, it’s been a greenhouse so far in North American spring wheat country, so I personally am 

viewing this cut to USA carryout very skeptically. Let me be very clear: the North American spring wheat 

crop is going to be relatively gigantic. 

The USA average farm price for wheat was raised a dime, with the mid-point now $5.10/bushel, which is 

35c/bushel higher than last year. 

Probably underlying support came from the USA corn outlook, which we’ll look at closer in a minute, but 

reduced carry-in, increased industrial usage and increased exports might be setting the stage for some 

fireworks down the road. USA corn average farm price for 2018/19 midpoint also went up a dime, to 

$3.90, which will be 50c better than last (this year, actually, as corn’s marketing year doesn’t end until 

August 31). 

Potential for a corn explosion, and a wheat dud is what I see happening the rest of the year. 

UNLESS of course, Brazil keeps buying boat after boat of USA wheat. It’s as simple as that. AND as I see 

they did buy another boat this week, the possibility exists. 

Charts and discussions follow, with the goal of giving you useful information to help you with your 

business.  My disclaimer remains the same: these are my sometimes rapidly changing opinions, but I 

believe you should: 1.be willing to store your wheat, 2. apply 30# of N at planting, and if it’s a wet 

spring, re-apply 30# 3. don’t sell wheat to elevators who do not post protein scales, up and down 
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How did the market react to these reports, etc? Not very well. Why? We didn’t mention the S&D for 

beans, but taking a quick peak shows they were down 63c for the week. Why? Was the report that 

bearish beans? No, of course not. Bean production wasn’t changed, although neither were exports, but 

the bean carry-in was cut 25 million bushels (a fair amount!), and that did lead to a straight-line 

reduction in the coming year’s carryout. So what happened? We talked about it last week. Trade Wars 

are getting nastier. And Trade Wars have the potential to derail the corn market too, which seems to be 

the case, as corn was down 15c , even with a bullish WASDE update. 

CLOSE KWN18 KWZ18 KWN19 CN18 CZ18 CN19 WN18 MWN18 MWU18 SN18 

06/15 $5.20 $5.58 $5.89 $3.61 $3.83 $4.05 $5.00 $5.71 $5.81 $9.06 

06/08 $5.38 $5.79 $6.08 $3.76 $3.98 $4.19 $5.20 $5.93 $6.04 $9.69 

06/01 $5.41 $5.83 $6.16 $3.92 $4.12 $4.31 $5.23 $6.04 $6.13 $10.21 

05/25 $5.64 $6.06 $6.30 $4.06 $4.25 $4.42 $5.43 $6.44 $6.49 $10.42 

05/18 $5.39 $5.83 $6.16 $4.03 $4.20 $4.37 $5.18 $6.29 $6.33 $9.99 

05/11 $5.18 $5.62 $5.95 $3.97 $4.15 $4.33 $4.99 $6.05 $6.12 $10.03 

05/04 $5.56 $5.98 $6.19 $4.06 $4.21 $4.37 $5.26 $6.23 $6.29 $10.37 

04/27 $5.31 $5.72 $5.97 $3.99 $4.15 $4.30 $4.99 $6.08 $6.14 $10.56 

04/20 $5.02 $5.47 $5.77 $3.86 $4.03 $4.19 $4.77 $6.06 $6.12 $10.40 

04/13 $5.15 $5.60 $5.90 $3.95 $4.11 $4.27 $4.89 $6.27 $6.30 $10.65 

04/06 $5.26 $5.67 $5.95 $3.97 $4.13 $4.29 $4.89 $6.17 $6.24 $10.45 

 

The real sleeper is wheat. And I don’t mean it’s a sleeper like it’s getting ready to explode. 

In reality, it’s a sleeper because it has the potential to implode greatly. 

Look at the table…new red numbers in beans. Momentum Funds are short, and willing to get shorter 

and add to their winning position. Corn is in the process of getting whacked, as Funds were long, and a 

few stragglers are still under water. Spring wheat…we see new red numbers. Any spring wheat longs are 

being dumped, and new closing lows on a Friday will increase that urgency, and quicker Momentum 

Funds will be going short spring wheat. 

That leaves KC (and nominally Chgo, which represents nothing, but in the great paradox, still is 

everything). 

Can KC stay up here by itself? 

If it does, it will be solely because of Brazil. And the fly in the ointment is so far, we don’t have a really 

good read on the Argentina crop potential and their export tax situation, although it’s a fair statement 

that Brazil wouldn’t be here already if they didn’t feel the need. 
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Here’s a KC July wheat chart: 

 

If anybody took my Box Strategy to heart a few weeks ago and sold bushels when the futures exited the 

box to the down-side, they’re in decent shape. Otherwise they are hoping the support around $5.00 will 

hold. 

This longer-term KC continuous chart suggests to me that it will indeed hold, and if it doesn’t, $4.60 will. 
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This is KC Z wheat vs Z corn, and I’d rather sell this spread than buy it. 

 

I know it’s only the middle of June, but it feels to me like this year (2018/19) is in the books, and all eyes 

will soon turn to 2019/20, which means it’s ALREADY ALL ABOUT THIS FALL’S PLANTING SEASON. 

And how much Brazil takes from us. 

Brazil bought another boatload last week. They have bot 3 boats, one each week the past 3 weeks. Fifty 

weeks of 30,000 tonnes/week is 1.5 million tonnes, which would be a pretty good year, a little better 

than 2016/17. But a far cry from the 4.1 mmt of 2013/14. 

For that to happen, we need to see Brazil start buying 2 or 3 boats a week, instead of just one boat per 

week. 

 

Maybe this week’s flat price break will encourage them to step up the pace. 

At this stage of the game, I ASSUME they will. 

We’ll see.  

Export sales come out on Thursday’s. 

 

 

Posted cash wheat bids CONTINUED their incredible basis rally. 10c basis bumps this week are not 

uncommon. 
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Date SE Colorado Chey. Wells Burlington Holyoke Roggen area 

06/15 $4.70-$5.10 $4.65 $4.45-$4.45 $4.65-$4.81 $4.68-$4.83 

06/08 $4.58-$5.18 $4.78 $4.63-$4.63 $4.65-$4.81 $4.68-$4.83 

06/01 $4.61-$5.11 $4.76 $4.66-$4.66 $4.66-$4.83 $4.66-$4.76 

05/25 $4.84-$5.34 $4.94 $4.69-$4.74 $4.79-$5.05 $4.84-$4.89 

05/18 $4.59-$5.04 $4.54 $4.44-$4.49 $4.54-$4.75 $4.44-$4.64 

05/11 $4.38-$4.83 $4.28 $4.23-$4.28 $4.33-$4.54 $4.23-$4.43 

05/04 $4.76-$5.16 $4.66 $4.61-$4.61 $4.67-$4.92 $4.61-$4.76 

04/27 $4.32-$4.91 $4.37 $4.27-$4.40 $4.41-$4.56 $4.27-$4.37 

04/20 $4.03-$4.43 $4.08 $3.93-$3.98 $4.08-$4.26 $3.98-$4.08 

04/13 $4.16-$4.56 $4.21 $4.06-$4.11 $4.16-$4.39 $4.11-$4.46 

04/06 $4.27-$4.67 $4.32 $4.17-$4.22 $4.27-$4.50 $4.22-$4.27 

03/30 $3.87-$4.27 $3.92 $3.77-$3.82 $3.87-$4.11 $3.82-$3.87 

BASIS(N) SE Colorado Chey. Wells Burlington  Holyoke Roggen area 

06/15 -50, -10 -55 -75, -75 -73, -49 -60, -55 

06/08 -80, -20 -60 -75, -75 -73, -57 -70, -55 

06/01 -80, -30 -65 -75, -75 -75, -58 -75, -65 

05/25 -80, -30 -70 -95, -90 -85, -60 -80, -75 

05/18 -80, -35 -85 -95, -90 -85, -65 -95, -75 

05/11 -80, -35 -90 -95, -90 -85, -65 -95, -75 

05/04 -80, -40 -90 -95, -95 -90, -65 -95, -80 

04/27 -98, -40 -94 -104, -90 -90, -75 -105, -94 

04/20 -80, -45 -75 -90, -85 -75, -56 -85, -75 

04/13 -80, -45 -75 -90, -85 -80, -56 -85, -50 

04/06 -80, -45 -75 -90, -85 -80, -56 -85, -80 

03/30 -80, -45 -75 -90, -85 -80, -56 -85, -80 
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This week we also see some strength in export bids (finally), as Storage Wars, and Push for Protein 

makes exporters pay up to compete. 

 

The spread at the Gulf between ords and 12’s has narrowed to 50c. That spread has narrowed a buck in 

6 months, and posted average Kansas basis bid has climbed 50c or more, PLUS the March to May to July 

rolls! 

The strong basis makes a guy wonder where the flat price would be if these Trade Wars weren’t hanging 

over our heads. 

 

Possibly one reason Brazil hasn’t bot 3 boats a week (yet) is they are reluctant to chase the basis. We’ll 

see if they have any choice. 

 

And generally, in commodities, the market’s job is to find another choice. 

 

Which is where this comes in. 

This is Minny Z- KC Z, which came in to sub 30c last week: 

GULF

date 12 pro ords diff

6/15/2018 160 110 50

6/8/2018 148 95 53

6/1/2018 160 90 70

5/25/2018 165 85 80

5/18/2018 155 84 71

5/11/2018 152 84 68 N

5/4/2018 145 80 65

4/27/2018 155 78 77

4/20/2018 175 95 80

4/13/2018 155 95 60

4/6/2018 160 93 67

3/30/2018 160 95 65

3/23/2018 160 95 65 K

3/16/2018 175 95 80

3/9/2018 190 102 88

3/2/2018 195 105 90

2/23/2018 230 110 120

2/16/2018 230 100 130

2/9/2018 195 90 105

2/2/2018 200 90 110

1/26/2018 230 92 138

1/19/2018 230 92 138

1/12/2018 230 92 138

1/5/2018 245 90 155
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Last week’s precip map shows North Dakota and Minnesota (and Manitoba and some of Saskatchewan) 

received over an inch of rain: 
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Export 13 springs are trading around +80, and add 30c for the Minny-KC spread, and you get +110 over 

KC Z…for a 13 pro, and you take a look at the Gulf 12 pro bids on page 6 at +160, and you can see that 

Russian wheat to Brazil may not be a threat, but low pro spring wheat absolutely is. 

Combine that with Canada/USA Trade Wars, and it’s clear things are hard to explain, and possibly could 

get beyond that, and go into Crazy Train phase. 

Hah! “All Aboard. …I’m living with something that just isn’t fair”… Looks to me like Ozzy saw it coming… 

Let’s take a look at the USA corn balance sheet, because the June WASDE was fundamentally 

interesting. 

 

Steady, good demand…puts the pressure on that 174-bushel yield. Ending stox/use ratio of about 

11%...getting close to the sub-10%, which IF happens is worth at least another 50c on the average farm 

price. 

For the record, if Mexico finds a substitute, this all crashes, but unfortunately for Mexico, they may not 

be able to find a good substitute for USA corn. 

Dec corn here, and even though there are absolutely NO buy signals, I’m tempted to pick a bottom: 

 

CORN USA

year 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19

planted 86.4 88.2 91.9 97.3 95.4 90.6 88.0 94.0 90.2 88.0

harvested 79.5 81.4 84.0 87.4 87.5 83.1 80.8 86.7 82.7 80.7

yield 164.7 152.8 147.2 123.06 158.1 171.0    168.4    174.6    176.6    174.0    

production 13,092   12,447  12,360  10,755  13,829  14,216  13,602  15,148  14,604  14,040  

supply 14,774   14,182  13,516  11,904  14,686  15,479  15,401  16,942  16,942  16,192  

exports 1,980     1,834    1,543    730        1,920    1,864    1,898    2,293    2,300    2,100    

use 13,066   13,055  12,527  11,083  13,454  13,748  13,664  14,649  14,840  14,615  

carryout 1,708     1,128    989        821        1,232    1,731    1,737    2,293    2,102    1,577    

stox/use 13.1% 8.6% 7.9% 7.4% 9.2% 12.6% 12.7% 15.7% 14.2% 10.8%

USA $ farm price 3.55$     5.18$    6.22$    $6.89 $4.46 $3.70 $3.61 $3.36 $3.40 $3.90
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Why? Because I’ve talked myself into thinking fundamentally, corn is cheap, and maybe Mexico is 

trapped. 

 

How about beans? Aren’t the Chinese trapped? I doubt it, but this November bean chart says the bulls 

were trapped…Normally I just show the current blue and red lines, but these cascading red lines are so 

powerful I had to draw them in. Wowzers… 

 

This longer term weekly continuous bean chart says $9.00 will probably hold, or else $8.50 will for sure… 
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But this even longer term MONTHLY bean chart says…if the Chinese get nasty, hello $5.00…yikes! 

 

 

Maybe I better re-think owning Z corn at $3.82. That super long-term bean chart is scary. 

 

And that indeed is the risk of these Trade Wars. Reason, logic, “fundamentals” even price…means 

nothing. 

 

Anyway…I’d be reluctant to press the short side of anything, including wheat, but these are nervous 

markets, and rightfully so. 

 

Have a good week. We should see a big jump in wheat harvest progress Monday afternoon. I know this 

is a stressful time for you. Stay safe. Don’t get in a hurry. 

 

Possibly you are thinking you missed “the top” and are tempted to hold on to all your new-crop wheat 

as “it will come back”. That could happen, sure, but keep in mind the average Colorado wheat bid is a 

dollar higher than where it was last year, due to the strong basis, so don’t get too bummed out, and not 

do anything about marketing your wheat. Like I said earlier, the market will soon be looking a year 

ahead, and you will be planting another crop.  

Get after it. 

 

I hope you have a good week. 
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